A SHORTER HISTORY OF ENGLAND
the mainstay of her commerce—should have no representatives
while some ancient village which had been made a borough
hundreds of years ago and was in the pocket of the local lord
should, as a c pocket borough,5 send to Parliament two members
of the landed magnate's choosing. The first railway of public
importance was built, it must be remembered, in that same year
1830; it ran from Manchester to Liverpool.1
The demand for change in all this, for a better apportionment
of seats and especially for the representation of the great indus-
trial towns, for the giving of a vote, for instance, to a man with
a substantial house in a country town, of which he was, under
the present system, deprived—while a small cottager outside,
being a freeholder, should have that privilege—and, in general,
a demand of the well-to-do middle class, and particularly the
great manufacturers, to share in the powers and privileges of
the landed interest, was already running strong, when the Paris
Revolution of 1830 clinched the affair.
It did so in two ways.
First of all, it happened to coincide with the death of the
King. George IV died on June 26,1830; his death necessitated
a new Parliament, and that Parliament would be elected at a
moment when the effect of the new French Revolution was run-
ning at full tide, for it must be remembered that the revolution
in Paris was not unpopular with the well-to-do middle classes in
this country: it was largely anti-Catholic, it was middle-class in
origin, it had not given the mass of the people any real power
(for instance, it had not founded a widely extended franchise),
and it was not connected with a tax upon property, nor even
with serious public disorder. At the same time, oddly enough,
the enthusiasm of the middle class for being given their share
in government roused sympathetic excitement in the working
classes of the great industrial towns. They supported the pres-
sure for what was called "Reform."
Therefore in the elections which were necessary at the
beginning of a new reign the magnates who owned the votes,
and such small proportion of the voters as acted independently,
decided upon a policy of Reform. The delays, checks, and
1 The original experiment of 1825, between Stockton and Darlington,
carried but few passengers as an exception, and travelled slowly. It was this
railway from Manchester to Liverpool in 1830 that began the system as we
know it.
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